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In the last few years, agile methods and projects have become 
more important than ever. BearingPoint’s latest Agile Pulse Study 
2020* shows that for 88 percent of the companies surveyed, the 
topic of “Agility” already has relevance. For 98 percent of the 
participants in our study, “Agility” will become relevant for their 
organization in the future. 

Many companies want and need to develop customized software 
solutions and products. However, internal resources are not 
always able to develop them by themselves due to a lack of time 
and abilities. So, they decide to source these agile development 
services from an external service provider. This decision comes 
with several challenges, such as coordinating the agile project 
work, tracking the progress, and billing the service provider. 
Considering these challenges, clients must include several 
conditions in the contract as well as choose the proper contract 
type.

Agile project management deviates entirely from the classic, “old-
fashioned” waterfall methodology. While the waterfall method 
contains predefined milestones that can serve as the contractual 
framework, agile IT projects naturally have an agile project plan, 
which is subject to constant and iterative adjustments (sprints). 
Consequently, contracts for agile IT projects or development 
services look very different than traditional IT service contracts.

It is no secret that large software development projects are often 
too complex and unpredictable to be thoroughly planned, often 
resulting in disputes between the involved parties and sometimes 
even legal disputes.

A fundamental precondition for an agile way of working is 
increased cooperation and trust between the parties for proper 
implementation. After a planning phase, the parties try to get to 
functional software. For this purpose, service packages (backlogs) 
are defined in a constant exchange between the parties. The 

service provider constantly updates the backlog with the desired 
functions, which are then implemented as agreed with the client, 
ensuring the quality of the project.

There are several reasons for agile project delivery. The most 
common reasons for agile methods and projects are increased 
flexibility, increased speed, stronger customer focus, simpler and 
leaner processes, and more personal responsibility of employees, 
as our Agile Pulse Study 2020 has shown.

A further reason is that the client has only a rough idea about the 
project goal. Also, the requirements are often not entirely clear 
in advance, and the needs and the vision will probably change 
during the project. Therefore, the client must also be willing to 
participate in the solution design and project execution actively. 
Another reason for agile projects is that clients cannot always 
provide sufficient resources with the appropriate technical and 
professional skills. On the other hand, agile project management 
methods are not suitable when the project must be fully planned, 
the budget concretely defined, and the project goal clear in 
advance. 

If it is known in advance that the project is very complex and that 
requirements will change frequently, it is advantageous to have a 
work contract in which payment is based on the completed work.

In the case of agile software development contracts, risks can 
arise due to the complexity of circumstances. For example, a 
fixed-price model does not capture many cost risks for the client 
because it is more difficult to estimate the workload. On the other 
hand, the client is interested in success and can therefore only 
share the risks with the service provider to a limited degree. In the 
worst-case scenario, even claims for damages will not adequately 
compensate for the actual damage incurred. Even the most 
advantageous contract for one party will not lead to a solution if 
performance is unreasonable for the other party. Finally, the risk 
of project failure remains on both sides.

The following will show which type of contract has to be chosen 
in different scenarios and which risks and responsibilities are 
included. There will also be a recommendation and an illustration 
of the advantages & disadvantages of each contract type. 

Be aware of the current and upcoming 
impediments within agile contracts!

* https://www.bearingpoint.com/en-ch/our-success/insights/agile-pulse-study-2020/

Have you selected a suitable contract model for your 
agile IT services?
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Before an agile contract can be set up, the framework conditions 
of the contract must be defi ned within a master service 
agreement, which then serves as the basis for the agile contract 
model. The following essential points must be considered here:

• The actual subject matter of the contract in agile projects is 
described in the form of a vision.

• The project’s governance regulates how the project is 
documented and steered and the processes that must be 
followed.

• Pricing/Compensation. Here it is regulated according to 
which conditions the services are charged.

• The client’s obligations to cooperate: A RACI matrix is 
usually created here, which delimits the client’s tasks from 
those of the service provider.

• Service Level Matrix: In the service level matrix, the 
corresponding service levels, which are necessary for the 
proper control of the project, are defi ned and evaluated.

The contract design makes it possible to counter the previously 
mentioned risks and to share responsibility evenly through 
a mutually agreeable shift in the interest of both parties. 
The appropriate contract model depends on the individual 
requirements and needs of the parties, so there is no single 
universal solution for all circumstances of agile development.

For proper execution of agile projects, it must be determined 
in advance which contract model is to regulate the project. For 
this purpose, the structures of the project and the framework 
conditions must be defi ned in advance and evaluated regarding 
the changing requirements, the client’s involvement, and the 
liability for the project’s failure. 

Figure 1: IT-Strategy & Sourcing – Overview of agile contracting & sourcing
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Single work contract for each sprint Work contract for holistic project Agile fixed price Service contract

Each sprint gets its own work contract

+ Success the duty 
 of the service 
 provider
+ Defect-free work 
+ Warranty rights
+ High level of agility 

− Few termination 
 options
− Not bound by 
 instructions
− Negotiation effort
− Cost uncertainties

+ Success the duty 
 of the service 
 provider
+ Defect-free work 
+ Warranty rights
+ Clear overview of 
 costs 

− Few termination 
 options
− Not bound by 
 instructions
− Low level of agility

+ Success the duty 
 of the service 
 provider
+ Defect-free work 
+ Warranty rights
+ Measured by story
 points
+ High level of agility
+ High level of quality

− Few termination 
 options
− Not bound by 
 instructions
− Cost uncertainties
− Time intensive

+ Bound by 
 instructions

+ Short-term 
 termination rights

− No success owed 
 (only service)
− Payment even in 
 the event of fail 
 performance
− No warranty rights

Project will be contracted in one
holistic work contract

Each sprint gets its own work contract
with pre-defined User-Stories within a

test phase
External developer will be engaged

for client‘s SCRUM Team

Option 1.1

Pricing Risk/task sharing Definition of
project objectives

Backlog Service Level Agreement

Per sprint User stories

Function point Final solution

Supplier personnel

Processes Pricing

Responsibilities

Duration

Supplier personnel

T&M

Option 1.2 Option 2 Option 3

MSA – (Master Service Agreement)

What are the required overarching contract 
elements?

In the following graphic, we give you an overall view of the contracting options:
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Another classic way to design contracts is through service 
contracts. In the case of a service contract, the service provider is 
not bound by a defined result but only his work performance in the 
form of the task. This shifts the risk of success to the client. 

Payment is based on time and materials, and the service provider 
does not owe the project any success. As a result, the service 
contract offers complete agility regarding the subject of the 
contract and economic security for the client. However, the project 
costs cannot be conclusively determined for the client, and thus 
time and costs remain unpredictable. 

The elimination of defects by the service provider inevitably leads 
to additional costs for the client. The service contract is, therefore, 
more suitable for small, non-complex projects in which the client 
contributes a large share of the project management or for the 
development of single components only. As with work contracts, 
the individual conditions are also regulated in the framework 
agreement.

One classic contract type is the work contract for the holistic 
project in advance. In a work contract, the service provider agrees 
to create defect-free work, a measurement based on a concrete 
specification that was agreed upon before starting work.

Compensation is based on a fixed price, and changes to or the 
substitution, addition, or removal of features are made in the 
context of change requests with price adjustments on a time-
and-materials basis. The classic work contract provides for cost 
certainty with a constant specification. The service provider must 
perform defect-free work, and therefore there is predictability for 
the client and service provider.

This means that changes always require renegotiation and are 
associated with costs that have not been calculated. There are 
limited opportunities for the service provider to think about 
improvements in the client’s interests. Therefore, a high degree 
of agility gets lost here and can only be applied chiefly in agile 
projects.

Overall, the classic contract for work is suitable for relatively 
simple projects in stable conditions. However, some prerequisites 
and indications must be considered when choosing a classic 
work contract for the entire project. Firstly, the client must be 
involved before starting the project and has no authority to 
issue instructions to the service provider during the project. 
Furthermore, the scope of the contract must be clearly defined, 
which is not the service itself, but the finished result.

Can classic contract models cope with agile  
services?

Advantages Disadvantages

+   Success the duty of the service provider –   Low level of agility

+   Defect-free work –   Few termination options

+   Warranty rights are given –   Not bound by instructions

+   Clear cost overview –   Goal must be determined in advance

Advantages Disadvantages

+   Bound by client’s instructions –   No success is owed by the service provider

+   Short-term termination rights –   Payment even in the event of failure

+   Agility in time –   No warranty rights

–   Cost uncertainties
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Instead of covering the entire project with a holistic work 
contract, you can set up a single work contract for each sprint. 
As a result, the master service agreement also regulates the 
relationship between the client and the service provider. It defines 
a large part of the service offering in advance, such as the service 
levels and the qualifications of the service provider. 

Defects are eliminated after each review loop within the scope 
of the statutory warranty. This model achieves a high level of 
flexibility without risking cost security while maintaining the same 

specification and offers a good balance in quality assurance 
through the review loops and the legal warranty. However, each 
sprint involves a negotiation effort and lowers the intended agility, 
leading to cost uncertainties.

Therefore, a master service agreement with individual work 
contracts is a perfect fit for complicated projects in which the 
requirements constantly change between sprints and the service 
provider is expected to work independently to a high degree on 
the development.

If you want to make your contract even more granular and 
detailed as well as agile, you can consider the agile fixed price 
model. The agile fixed price model is, as with the other models, 
based on the framework agreement. With the agile fixed price, 
a vision with various deliverables is defined before the project 
begins. The individual sprints are then split into user stories, 
which result from reference projects of the service provider, a 
test phase and close alignment with the client, which then also 
forms the basis for pricing. The parties agree on a fixed price for a 
certain number of story points, which can be used flexibly by the 
service provider in the individual sprints. After each sprint, review 
meetings are held jointly to discuss whether changes still need 
to be made or whether additional user stories need to be added 
for the subsequent sprint and then adjusted via a predefined 
process for a change request. The share of user stories is defined 
individually for each sprint.

The agile fixed price method guarantees a high degree of agility 
and quality because the agile fixed price method is a kind of work 
contract in which the service provider has a duty for the project’s 
success.

The disadvantages of the agile fixed price method are that this 
method is very time-intensive due to the test phase, and the 
time and costs can only be determined after the test phase. The 
reference user stories also provide only limited certainty since 
each project must be executed individually. This methodology is 
suitable if there is already a confidential relationship between the 
client and the service provider and, in contrast to time and cost, 
the quality of the result is more important. This method should 
therefore be used in medium to large projects with a high degree 
of complexity.

Have you ever considered splitting your agile projects 
into separate contracts?

Advantages Disadvantages

+   Success is the duty of the service provider –   Few termination options

+   Defect-free work –   Not bound by instructions

+   Warranty rights are given –   Negotiation effort

+   High level of agility –   Cost uncertainties

Advantages Disadvantages

+   Success is the duty of the service provider –   Few termination options

+   Defect-free work –   Not bound by instructions

+   Warranty rights are given –   Negotiation effort

+   High level of agility –   Cost uncertainties

+   Measured by story points –   Time intensive

+   High level of quality

+   Predefined change process

Design your contracts as agile as possible!
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As you can see in the overview, for short and straightforward 
projects focusing on costs and a clear vision, you should choose 
a work contract for the holistic project because the costs are 
transparent and predictable. However, this contract model has a 
low degree of flexibility.

Single work contracts for each sprint should be used if the 
project is very complex and long-term and the individual partial 
steps cannot yet be planned. In this case, however, the costs are 
not entirely predictable due to the potential adjustment of the 
sprints.

The agile fixed price method should be chosen for long-term and 
complex projects. Here, the highest level of quality for the result 
and flexibility for the project process is guaranteed. However, this 
approach is very time-consuming due to the required test phase.

Service contracts should mainly be used for projects that are 
primarily controlled and executed by the client. Since the service 
provider is not obligated for the project’s success, the internal 
resources should have sufficient experience dealing with agile 
projects to guarantee a certain quality standard and cost-
efficiency.

The following overview shows you which contract models should be selected for which kind of project:

Contract
type

Simple
projects

Complex
projects

Short
term

Long
term

Clear
goal

Unclear
goal

Fokus on
quality

Focus on
costs

Steered by
client

Work 
contract 
for holistic 
project

x x x x

Single work 
contracts 
for each 
sprint

x x x x

Agile fixed 
price x x x x

Service 
contract x x x x



In the future, agile project approaches will become more and 
more relevant. Therefore, the contractual requirements for 
implementing such agile projects must be selected wisely to 
ensure an optimal balance of costs, time, and quality.  
The optimal selection of a contract model and selecting a 
suitable service provider, which is ultimately responsible for the 
implementation, should be carried out methodically within the 
scope of a request for proposal (RFP). A high level of expertise and 
experience is required to select the contract model and the service 
provider properly. To control and execute this tender process, 
well-founded tools as well as excellent market knowledge are also 
required. 

Subsequently, the project participants should be carefully selected 
and, if necessary, another external service provider or internal 
resource with sufficient knowledge should be commissioned to 
perform an operational role in the implementation of the project, 

such as the scrum master or product owner, that can assess the 
project progress and the quality of the results.

BearingPoint offers an established approach for selecting the 
appropriate service provider. This approach is based on best 
practices, market knowledge, and individualized evaluation tools. 
BearingPoint’s experts have extensive sourcing experience and 
cater to individual client requirements. They have the skills to cover 
the entire sourcing lifecycle.

For more information on this topic, please do not hesitate to 
contact us.

Choose the right partner for contracting your agile 
projects!
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About BearingPoint

BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy with 
European roots and a global reach. The company operates in three business units: 
The first unit covers the advisory business with a clear focus on five key areas 
to drive growth across all regions. The second unit provides IP-driven managed 
services beyond SaaS and offers business critical services to its clients supporting 
their business success. The third unit provides the software for successful digital 
transformation and regulatory requirements. It is also designed to explore innovative 
business models with clients and partners by driving the financing and development 
of start-ups and leveraging ecosystems. BearingPoint’s clients include many of 
the world’s leading companies and organizations. The firm has a global consulting 
network with more than 10,000 people and supports clients in over 75 countries, 
engaging with them to achieve measurable and sustainable success. 
 
For more information, please visit: www.bearingpoint.com
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